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CLEARANCECCTV
SAVE UP TO 33% ON HD SURVEILLANCE GEAR

Pro 4/8 Channel IP Surveillance Packages - The pro’s choice with a rich feature set.
Packed with features this 8 channel capable package provides the most features available in just about any video recorder on the market - including advanced motion 
detection and Push Notifications, providing notifications to your mobile device within 5 seconds of triggering.  The included S 9800 weatherproof dome camera offers 
excellent Full HD clarity from its 2.0 megapixel sensor. IR LEDs provide up to 50m night time coverage.

4 x S 9800 8 x S 9800S 9366
S 9366

$1499
SAVE $780

$2599
SAVE $1360

4/8 Channel IP Surveillance Packages - Perfect for home or small business!
Each pack includes an 8 channel capable Network Video Recorder with PoE output for each channel - making cabling hookup for cameras very simple via standard data 
cabling.  NVR supports up to 2 SATA drives with max 12TB storage for storing several weeks footage, even at full 1080p 600fps resolution setting. The included S 9829 
weatherproof dome camera offers excellent Full HD clarity from its 2.4 megapixel sensor and vari-focal lens. IR LEDs provide up to 30m night time coverage.

8 x S 9829
S 9367

S 9367

$699
SAVE $370

$1199
SAVE $490

4 x S 9829

4/8 Channel TVI Surveillance Packages - The ideal HD upgrade for older systems.
TVI offers up to 1080p resolution over standard coaxial cabling, this means if you already have a CCTV system installed and need higher definition you can connect this 
system up without running new cables. This system offers 1080p real time recording with Push Video notification to your mobile device within 5 seconds of triggering. 
Supports up to 2 SATA drives with max 12TB storage for storing several weeks footage. The included SA9123F dome camera offers superb full HD performance in a tough 
weatheproof case.

8 x SA9123F4 x SA9123FS 9354C
S 9354C

$1249
SAVE $346

Prefer bullet cameras? No problem, switch any dome camera to a SA9137F bullet camera for the same price.

Professional ‘Push Video’ CCTV Systems
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$789
SAVE $246




